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ATENA S.P.A. HAS A QUALITY 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CERTIFIED 

BY RINA IN COMPLIANCE WITH 

ISO 9001

COVID-19 represents a generic 
biological risk, in order to prevent 
its spread, Atena has applied all 
the necessary measures to carry 
out the activities in a safety 
way.

This document reports the 
procedures applied for goods 
receipt and delivery. This 
document has been released 
in compliance with art. 7 DPCM 
11/03/2020,  Memorandum of 
Understanding of 03/14/2020 
and subsequent April 24th, 2020.

SAFETY MEASURES
FOR COVID-19 PREVENTION

SAFETY 
PROCEDURES
FOR GOODS RECEIPT  
AND DELIVERY

#COVID-19 PREVENTION



In order to prevent the risk of contagion, from and to SUPPLIERS, COURIERS and 
HAULIERS, for each operational site (warehouses, goods reception, etc.) Atena has 
introduced the following measures:

a) delivery optimization to reduce the accesses’ number;

b) one conveyor / supplier at a time;

c) when it is possible, hauliers must remain on board of their own vehicles and in 
any case they are not allowed to access the offices for any reason. For loading and 
unloading activities, the hauliers must respect the strict distance of one meter;

d) if it is strictly essential to get off the vehicle, before leaving the cabin, the 
transporters must wear suitable masks (e.g. FFF2 / FFP3) and disposable gloves;

e) avoid any interaction with external personnel, except for the strictest ones 
necessary to coordinate the operations, in this case the safety distances will be 
grater than one meter;

f) for any reason, the company staff must not access inside the driver's cabin of 
third parties vehicles;

g) after parking, transporters must remain on board of their vehicle, if they can not, 
they must reach a special identified external area and remain there, for the whole 
time of the loading operations, keeping the safe distance from the company staff 
greater then one meter. 

In this case the operations must be carried out in compliance with the following 
measures:

a. Once inside the company perimeter, the transporter stops the vehicle in a 
identified area, then get off, and opens the hatchback or the truck cover to allow the 
goods loading and unloading;
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SAFETY MEASURES

For further information please contact Quality, Safety and Environment department: 
tel. + 39 0421 75526 export@atena-it.com

For further information please contact Quality, Safety and Environment department: 
tel. + 39 0421 75526 export@atena-it.com

b. to leave or pick up the transport note the haulier goes to the reception desk, 
located in the nearest of goods reception area. Small packages will be left at the 
reception desk;

c. for heavy or bulky loads, inform the receptionist then, get on the vehicle.

h) The receptionist proceeds to pick up the materials using the forklift or other 
suitable means and places them in the appropriate area. When it is necessary 
to handle the materials, the personnel will wear disposable protective gloves;

i) if company staff need to get close to transporters, for operational activities, 
the safety distances must ALWAYS be respected;

j) the company staff who should necessarily proceed with some material 
handling operations using the hands and getting close the vehicle, must wear 
suitable masks (eg FFP2 / FFP3) and disposable anti-allergic gloves during the 
whole operation time, respecting the interpersonal distance of 1m;

k) the company staff, before wearing mask and gloves and immediately after 
their disuse, will wash the hands with hydroalcoholic solutions (or other solutions 
as recommended by the Competent Doctor or those recommended by the OMS);

l) paper documents hand exchange is forbidden, therefore all the necessary 
documents must be exchange via e-mail;

m) if the previous operation cannot be performed electronically, sign the 
document with your pen;

n) leave or take the delivery note on a precise identified place to avoid any 
contamination;

o) the company operator will pick up the material and, if possible, sanitize the 
package surfaces, always taking care to wash hands immediately after handling;

p) only at the end of the operations, the company operator removes the gloves 
and washes the hands;

q) strict compliance with all other hygiene measures already communicated 
or reported in previuous information (such as not touching eyes, nose, mouth, 
keeping social distances, avoid hugs or handshakes, etc.);

Regarding the toilets, the office chief will indicate the bathroom to be used 
exclusively by suppliers who have extreme need. This bathroom is identified 
through signs and will be sanitized periodically by the external company. 
Its use by company operators will be strictly prohibited.

ENTRANCE PROCEDURES FOR SUPPLIERS | COURIERS | HAULIERS
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Atena S.p.A.
Via A. De Gasperi, 52 - 30020 Gruaro (VE) Italy
Ph: +39 0421 75526 - Fax: +39 0421 75692
atena-it.com - info@atena-it.com

DELIVERY PROCEDURES FOR COMPANY STAFF

The company staff in charge of product delivery to customers locations will first comply with the 
customer’s anti-contagion protocol, in addition company staff have to comply with the following 
measures:

a) delivery optimization to reduce the accesses’ number;

b) one conveyor / supplier at a time;

c) before getting out of the van and during the entire delivery time, the company staff will  wear a 
mask (eg FFP2 / FFP3) and disposable anti-allergic gloves; 

d) avoid any interaction with external personnel, except for the strictest  ones necessary to coordinate 
the operations

e) maintan a precautionary interpersonal distance of 1.5m from third-party personnel (where not 
possible, the respect of the minimum distance of 1m between people is ALWAYS compulsory);

f) hands whashing with hydroalcoholic solutions before wearing a mask and gloves and immediately 
after their disuse;

g) wash steering, gearbox, push-button panels, seat and other surfaces of the van in contact with 
the personnel in charghe of the delivery, using hydroalcoholic solutions, before get on the road and 
at the end of the delivery operations after returning;

h) the above cleaning operations must be carried out by the last operator who used the van when 
this has to be used by other operators for further delivery;

i) delivery must be carried out in one travel from the company headquarters to the client’s one and 
vice versa, avoiding unnecessary stops (except for the strict physiological needs); 

j) in case of need to refuel, request the full assistance of the staff in charge of the service station, 
without leaving the van (prohibition to use the self-service, if not really necessary);

k) bring with you the payroll, the corporate identification card, the transport document of the 
employer (in case of request from the competent authorities).

The sustainability of the delivery service carried out by the company staff is subject to compliance 
to adequate levels of protection for workers both as provided above but also making sure that 
the client has implemented the same measures for the suppliers’ access. For this purpose, the 
company will ask its customers, through a declaration, to have prepared an anti-contagion protocol 
also concerning the third party access. These procedures must be made known to the personnel in 
charge of delivery who must follow compulsorily.

MEASURES FOR ACCESS TO THE COMPANY

It will be possible to measure the temperature at the entrance using an infrared thermometer that 
does not require contact. In the event of positivity, access will be denied. In compliance with Privacy 
law in force such as EU Regulation n°. 2016/679 “GDPR”, D.Lgs  n° 196/2003  “Privacy Code” and 
subsequent amendments, the measurement result will not be recorded.


